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Editorial: Search for the ideal laser
Since photocoagulation was first described as a
method for inducing chorioretinal adhesions around
retinal holes (Meyer-Schwickerath, 1949), there has
been a remarkable increase in its use in the treat-
ment of many and varied fundus disorders.
Soon after the advent of lasers (Maiman, 1960)

potential advantages were identified for these
sources of energy over xenon in the creation of
therapeutic coagulation. The original lasers were
based on crystals of ruby (chromium in corundum)
and emitted short (millisecond) bursts of mono-
chromatic collimated light. Its monochromaticity
reduced optical aberrations in the focusing systems,
and its coherence and therefore collimation gave
such high energy density that thermal coagulation
could be achieved in a small area with very short
pulses (Kapany et al., 1963). Thus the destructive
lesions could be placed more accurately and move-
ment of the patient's eye became less of a problem.
It was also thought that the compact nature of the
original ruby laser clearly made it a more useful
clinical tool than the bulky xenon photocoagulators
available at that time.
The ruby laser had its adherents (Beetham et al.,

1970), but in recent years the argon laser has become
more popular and has almost totally displaced its
predecessor. The major advantage claimed for
argon laser energy was its wavelength (488 and
514-5 nm), which allowed direct coagulation of
retinal blood vessels, since a large proportion of its
energy was absorbed by blood. This was deemed
valuable, since it would allow direct closure of
forward growing blood vessels, which represent the
major blinding complication of diabetes and retinal
venous occlusion. This laser differed from ruby in
that it emitted light continuously. Most practitioners
preferred the longer time pulse available from the
CW laser, since the lesions produced appeared to
be more constant and explosions seemed less com-
mon. Interestingly, the use of the longer pulse
negated one of the advantages originally claimed
for the laser, since reflex eye movements can occur
during pulses of 200 ms or more, and some practi-
tioners have reverted to using retrobulbar anaes-
thesia. It is likely that one of the major reasons for
the popularity of argon lasers was the accurate
slit-lamp delivery system provided with commer-
cially available models.

It is now evident that direct coagulation of retinal
blood vessels has been largely abandoned in the
treatment of retinal vascular disease with forward

growing blood vessels, and panretinal ablation has
become the standard therapy. Therefore it is justi-
fiable to re-examine the rationale for using argon
laser as the main energy source for photocoagulation,
since it is now evident that no particular advantage
accrues from its wavelengths.
The concept of peripheral ablation for diabetic

retinopathy arose from the observation that diabetic
retinopathy did not occur or was mild in eyes with
disseminated chorioretinal scars. This was under-
taken originally by diathermy (Amalric and Azema,
1963) and subsequently by photocoagulation (Bee-
tham et al., 1968). Though the mechanisms by which
photocoagulation influence diabetic retinopathy
are undefined, it has been amply demonstrated that
inducing outer retinal damage causes reversal of
certain sight threatening complications of retinal
vascular disease (Diabetic Retinopathy Study
Group, 1976; Cheng et al., 1977). To create such
lesions the primary site of energy absorption is the
retinal pigment epithelium; the absorption spectrum
of retinal pigment epithelium indicates that argon
energy is well absorbed by this chromatophore, but
many other wavelengths would also be suitable to
cause outer retinal damage (Gabel et al., 1977).

In the treatment of retinal vascular lesions other
than retinitis proliferans it is likely that the main
therapeutic effect is related to energy absorption in
the pigment epithelium. Proliferation of subretinal
vascular tissue within disciform macular lesions
represents another major ocular disorder in which
photocoagulation has been used. It is possible that
some absorption by the abnormal blood vessels
occurs and that obliteration may contribute to this.
However, the pigment epithelium is in close proxi-
mity to the tissue, and this represents an alternative
absorption site by which photocoagulation may
destroy disciform lesions.
Two major disadvantages have been identified for

argon wavelengths. Firstly, the energy is absorbed
within the inner retina at the fovea, and it has been
assumed that this absorption is by the luteal pigment
(Marshall et al., 1974, 1975). This phenomenon may
represent a limiting factor in the treatment of
disciform macular lesions, since it will prevent
irradiation of parafoveolar, subretinal, neovascular
complexes and reduces the percentage of lesions
amenable to therapy. Secondly, the absorption by
retinal blood vessels may result in macular infarction
during the treatment of disciform lesions, and
accidental coagulation of blood vessels may also
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Editoriat

occur during panretinal ablation for diabetic
retinopathy.
The only alternative continuous wave laser at

present commercially available with a slit-lamp
delivery system is the krypton laser (641 nm). In
theory the radiation from this laser should pass
through both blood vessels and parafoveolar retina
without significant absorption or damage being
produced in the tissue. The characteristics of
krypton laser lesions in the human fundus have
been examined and the results are published in this
issue by Marshall and Bird. The theoretical predic-
tions concerning the pattern of damage have been
proved correct and the potential advantages of
krypton over argon demonstrated. Subretinal
structures may be coagulated at the foveola without
any secondary lesion appearing in the inner neuro-
retina, which may allow a higher percentage of
disciform lesions to be treated than is the case at
present with argon. Similarly, lack of absorption by
blood avoids the risk of accidental retinal blood
vessel closure. A possible disadvantage of krypton
may be excessive absorption of radiation within the
choroid since calculations suggest that up to 85%
of the energy incident on the pigment epithelium
can pass into the choroid (Gabel et al., 1977).
Choroidal vascular changes have been observed in
experimental lesions in man, as Marshall and Bird
note.

Preliminary clinical experience with krypton
shows that this source of energy may represent an
alternative to argon (Schulenberg et al., 1979; and
see paper by Bird and Grey in this issue). However,
choroidal haemorrhages were identified during
peripheral ablation for diabetic retinopathy, krypton
laser energy gave rise to more pain than argon, and
peripheral choroidal oedema was more common
with krypton than argon. It is likely that these
phenomena can be related to high transmission of
energy to the choroid.

Nevertheless, each laser appeared to be as
effective as the other in inducing forward blood
vessel closure, and the lack of blood vessel absorp-
tion simplified coagulation around the optic disc. It
is possible that adequate ablation could be achieved
with krypton in a patient in whom a small amount
of blood in the vitreous would prevent treatment by
argon. It has also been shown that disciform lesions
may be treated successfully with krypton laser
energy, and the potential advantages of krypton

over argon were evident to Bird and Grey, though
no definite conclusions concerning the relative
therapeutic merits of the two lasers could be drawn
for such a small series of patients.

It is likely that the ideal therapeutic laser is not
commercially available. Such a laser would produce
energy at a variety of wavelengths, so that it would
be possible to select a particular wavelength for
each specific treatment protocol. A compromise
may be a laser producing a single wavelength
absorbed well by pigment epithelium but poorly by
blood and by luteal pigment; such a laser would
have a wavelength shorter than krypton but longer
than argon. The proof that such a laser had signifi-
cant therapeutic benefits over those now available
would depend on controlled clinical trials, but it is
justifiable to explore the possibility of its production.
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